How a diffractive bifocal contact lens works is not intuitively obvious. This is because the diffractive bi focal operates by an unusual blend of refraction and interference. The present article seeks to clarify how it achieves its two focal powers. Most of this article, however, is devoted to the conceptually simpler case of diffraction gratings in order to deve lop an intuition for how a double focus is produced. Single slit, double slit, and multiple slit gratings are considered using two formalisms: Feynman's "arrow" method (also called phasors) and the Fourier method. When dealing with linear diffraction gratings we are interested in 'the light intensity in the focal plane. By a simple redefinition of variables, all of the mathemat ics for diffraction gratings can be applied to circular lenses. For this latter case instead of looking at the light intensity in the focal plane, we look at light intensity on the optic axis. The appearance of two focal points is a simple conse quence of a combined interference and diffraction pat tern. The goal of this article is to present an introduction to Fourier optics and an analysis of the bifocal contact lens in a reader-friendly manner.
T he diffract ive bifocal con tact lens has attracted muc h at ten ti on over the past 10 years . Veldkamp and Mcl-Iugh! point out t hat diffractive optics (also calle d binary opt ics) has ma ny exciting industrial as well as ophtha lmic applications . The goal of this art icle is t o presen t a reader-friendly description of how t he diffracti ve bifocal contact len s work s. It is fascinat ing t o see how interferen ce, diffract ion, an d T his Symp osium ent itled "Simultaneous Bifocal and Multi focal Vision: Fro m Theory to P ract ice" was present ed at the Sect ion on Visual Science at the An nual Meet ing of the Ameri can Academy of Opto metry, Anah eim, Californ ia. December, 1991.
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refraction combine t o create a bifocal contact lens. In t he process of learn ing how the len s works on e gains a greater understanding of t he nat ur e of light.
GEOMETRY OF SUMMING ARROWS FEYNMAN'S WAY
In order to understand t he diffracti ve bifocal contact lens one must become fami liar with the mat he matics of waves. Before launchin g into t he mathem atics it is helpful t o build up an int uit ion using a geomet ric, nonm at hemat ical approach. T he cleares t int roducti on t o t his approach is given in F.eynman' s2elegant book, QED. Feyn ma n not only grve s t he rules t ha t we will be using for understand ing diffractive optics, he also gives t he quantum mec~an~c al rules govern ing all of nature excep t gravit at ion an d nuclear physics. It should interest anyone curious about nature's laws.
In optics we want to calculate t he probability for a phot on to land at a given poin t . Quant um me chanics says t hat t he probability equals the squa re of a qu an tity t hat Feynman calls the "final arrow." Other s call it a phasor or a probability amplit ude or a wave vector. T he word arrow has an adv antage becau se it reminds us that the basic con cept s and rules of opt ics are not mathematical. Howev er, in order to sound more scien tific , later in t his ar ti cle I will use th e word "amplitude" instead of arrow. In Feynrna n's app roach t he fundamental ent ity in na ture is t he pr obability arrow. We will use the no tat ion A for an arrow and A for t he length of t he arrow. Mathemati cally, t he rul e for calculat ing pr oba biliti es can be writ ten as: P robability rule: (1) whe re Afinal is t he lengt h of t he fin al arrow. A subs cr ipt will ofte n follow the let ter A in order to iden tify t he type of arr ow (i.e., amplitude). The rul e for calc ulating t he size of t he final arrow is sim ply to add up t he "indiv idual arrows" for each pos sible path t he ph oton could take: Final arro w ru le: are very close to each ot her so all the individual arrow len gths will be about t he same size. T he an gle rule given by equation 4 is central to the present paper. Feynman points out t hat on e can think of the arrow as t he direction of t he "h an d" of a very rapid st op watch. T he arrow spins at the frequency of the photons. For ph otons that are visible t his is indeed very fast . For a ph ot on whose wavelength is 0.5 Jlm t he frequency is 3 X 10 8 (m / s)/ 0.5 X 10- 6 (m) = 6 X 10 14 H z. For photo ns t hat are prod uced by t he elect ric current s carried by th e wires in our walls, t he an gular velocity of the st op watch arrow would be 60 Hz (50 Hz in Europe) , or 10 trillion t imes slower.
THREE SIMPLE ONE-DIMENSIO NAL EXAMPLES
T he path we will tak e to gain an underst anding of the diffract ive bifocal is t o first examine three simple one-di mensiona l exa mp les: 2-slit and 5-slit interference and single slit diffraction. T hese ex amples are presented bot h to establish the form al ism an d because t hey are relevant to t he opt ics of the 5-slit blazed diffraction grating which in turn is directly relat ed to the bifocal contact lens of interest. T he first part of t his art icle explores one dimensional rather t han two -dimen sional lenses becau se t he mat hematics and the drawings ar e sim pler in th e former case.
Double Slit Interfe rence
The simplest exam ple illustrating the rules of physical optics is the doub le slit experiment sh own in Fig. 1 . T his examp le is simple because only two pat hs need to be cons idered, and each of these pa ths consist s of two st ra ight line segments. Straight lines are used because one of t he ama zing pr ope rties of the above four rules (equations 1 to 4) is t hat they can be used to derive t he property t hat light goes in straight lines if t here are no obstacles nea r the path. Feynman and Hibbs 3 showe d t hat if the am plitudes for all possible curved paths from object 0 to hole 1 were added together t hey would give the --------0,-----+0..-----a separation, s, between the two narrow slits. The object, 0 , is a distance 01 in front of the slits and the image, I, is formed a distance O 2 behind the slits by the action of a cylindrical lens at the slits. The point I on the image screen is displaced below the optic axis by a dis tance y. The path length through slit 1 where Ai is t he individual arrow for t he ith pat h.
Arr ows are added by vector addit ion. These first two rules specify t he st ructure of quantum mechan ics. T o this st ructure we must add rules for how to calculate t he individual ar rows. These additional ru les are specific t o t he different types of particles found in nature. For opt ics, two extra ru les are needed to spe cify how photo ns beh ave:
Length ru le:
The len gth of an arrow is inversely proportional to t he dist an ce t he photo n traveled.
Angle rule :
T he angle of an arrow, in radians, is 271" times th e number of cycles that the p hoton traveled (proportional t o t he ti me-of-flight) .
With these four rules all of geometric optics (in cluding abe rrat ions ) and physical opti cs (in cluding interference and holography) can be un derstood. T hese rul es are equivalent t o t he rul es of wave optics. Feyn man adds to t hese ru les a few more simple (Nobel Prize-win ning) rule s for the inter action of photons wit h electrons, from which t he index of refraction can be derived. For our present pu rpos es we can skip int eractio ns of photons with matter an d simply assume that we kn ow the index of refraction. T he only aspect s of opt ics being ig nored by equ atio ns 3 and 4 are ph enomena associ ate d wit h polarization. Polarizati on is not relevant t o the issue s of th e present pap er. The length ru le given by equation 3 is responsible for t he famil iar l/r 2 behavior of intensity as a fun ct ion of distance from a poin t sour ce. T he con necti on to in tensity is becau se t he intensity of light is direct ly proporti onal to the pr obabi lity of finding a ph oton. Equa tio ns 1 and 3 imply that t he pro ba bility of fin din g a photon is inversely proportional t o the squa re of th e distance the photon t ravel ed. We will not us e t he len gth rule in the present article becau se all t he pat h lengths t hat we will .consider same amplit ude as that of th e single individual straight line pat h. T hus th e amplitude from object o to ima ge I can be broken up into just two possible pa t hs: one pat h is a st raight line from 0 to hole 1, followed by a straight line to image point I. T he oth er pat h would be similar, except through hole 2. We now consider the arrow method and t he Four ier method for adding the contribut ions of the two paths. I am assuming t hat th e reader has already seen conventional derivatio ns of the double slit amplit ude and inte nsity distri but ions. By derivi ng the same intensity distribution using the arrow and Fourier formalisms, I hope to clarify th ose two forma lisms. The reade r should compare these der ivations with conventiona l derivations t hat appear in most opt ics texts.
Arrow Method. Let us suppose th e distance from o to I through hole 1 is 1.23456789 m. For light whose wavelen gth is 0.5 J,tm th is distance corre sponds to 2,469,135.79 cycles. T his is th e num ber of cycles made by our st op watc h for the first path (bot h t ime and dist ance can be measur ed in cycles or wavelengt hs of t he monochromatic wave. Sup pose furt her t hat t he t ime to go from 0 to I through hole 2 is 2,469,138.50 cycles. Not ice t hat the lengths of the two paths are equal to bett er th an 1 part in 1 million . T hus the difference in length of the two correspon ding arrows (specified by the Length Rule in equat ion 3) can be ignored. However, the differ ence in the ang les can 't be ignored. Only the frac tio nal pa rt of t he numb er of cycles is relevant t o t he calculation. The fact t hat each of the st op watches has gone through more than 2 million revolut ions is irre levant . T he fact that t he two pat hs differ in time by more tha n two cycles is als o irr elevan t because ext ra full cycles don' t affect t he direction of the arrow. T he only thing th at matters is that the fractional times for t he two pa t hs are 0.79 an d 0.50 cycles. The angle between the two individualarrows is 0.2 9 cycles and the angle between the final arrow and each individual arrow is one-half this amount.
for t he two paths. The first arrow is at an angle of 0.79 X 360 = 284.40 counterclockwise from hori zon tal and the second arrow is at 0.50 X 360 = 180 0 (pointi ng to t he left ). Equation 2 says t ha t the final arrow is given by th e sum of the two arrows. The geometric const ruction for doing a sum is to slide the second arrow over so that-its t ail is placed at the hea d of the first arrow, with the sum being t he ar row that goes from the tail of the first arrow t o the head of the second.
Because all t hat we need for dete rmining t he probability of th e photon to land at point I is the length of t he final arr ow, it s an gle is not needed. As can be seen from Fig. 2 , only t he relative angle between t he two individual arrows is needed. Fo r t he situation in Fig. 2 (5) where m = 0.29, is the angle between the two arrows in cycles. Wh en m > 0.5 t he final amp litu de would be negative. By allowing the amplitude t o become negative rather t han taking its absolute value t he amplitudes change smoot hly. Fig. 4A shows t he sequence of arrow pairs for 2-s1it inte rference where the arrow angle (phase) through th e first slit is chosen such that it is the negat ive of the arrow angle of the last slit (rat her tha n th e first arrow having zero phase). T his choice forces t he final arrow (the vector sum of the two individual arrows) to always lie on the horizontal axis (phase = 0). An alternative derivat ion of t his result where t he ar rows are repre sented by complex numbers is given in Appendix 1. Append ix 1 is meant to be a tut orial for peop le who ar e rusty at complex mathemat ics. Complex num bers provide a nifty forma lism for adding arrows.
T he ph ase an gle, m, in equat ion 5 can be related to t he pa th length difference, a, th e wavelength of light, A, and t he image positio n on t he screen by noting m is equal to the path length difference expressed in wavelength un its:
We now need to express a, the path length differ ence, in terms of y, th e displa cement of image point Ion the screen (see Fig. 1 ). For closely spaced slits and for small values of y, th e path length difference is given usin g t he small an gle approxima tion by:
where s is th e separati on of slits an d dev is the an gle of deviatio n (in radians) of t he ph otons. T he deviation an gle is given by th e ratio of y and the
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single slit dist ance fro m the slits to t he screen (D 2 ) as seen in Fig. 1 . T he sequence of a rrow dia grams correspond ing to different values of y will be sh own in F ig. 4A. T he arrows correspondin g to equations 5 to 7 com bine to give t he following formula for the amplitude of a doubl e slit image (see derivation in Appendix
Atina1(m ) = 2 cos l-rm) , (8 ) wher e from equations 6 and 7:
Alte rn atively, usi ng t he little t riangle in Fig. 1 with sides 0 and s, t he angular deviat ion in ra dians is:
a form ula memorized by many student s of optics. The inten sity is given by the square of equ at~on 8:
based on the trigonom etric iden t ity: 2 cos 2(et» = 1 + cos (2et». Eq uation 11 implies that t he interfere nce maxima occur whene ver m is an integer. As seen in equa tion 10, the m = 0 maximum is in the direction of t he inc ident beam and correspond s to t he undev iated ray, in depen dent of wavelen gth . Plot s of t he am plitu des an d inte nsi t ies for t he double slit inter fere nce pattern will be shown in Fi gs. 5A an d 6A.
In t hose figures the double slit in t erfe rence patterns will be comp ared to t he 5-slit in t erference patterns and t he single slit diffract ion patterns. Fourier Method. T he preceding sect ion derived the double slit amp lit ude, using t he method of ad ding arrows. In Append ix 2 the arrow met hod is conver ted t o a gene ra l formalism often called Four ier Opt ics. H ere we will apply the method of Ap pen dix 2 to t he case of the double slit. Equation A22 gives the following connection be tween t he profile t hat spec ifies t he ~h ap e and/or phase shift of t he diffr acti on grat ing, F( w), and t he pattern on t he screen:
where y is a point on t he screen and w is a POiI11, on the lens. T he integr ation in equation A22 has been replaced wit h a sum ma t ion over all possible posi tion s, w, because often in t his manuscript t he po sit ions on the lens will be cho sen to be discrete rat he r t han continuous for ease of computat ion.
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OPTO METRY & VISION SCIENCE Figure 3 . The setups for: A, 2-slit interference; B, 5-slit interference; and C, 1-slit diffraction. The separation be tween the openings in the 2-slitand the 5-slit setups is s . This is the same size as the opening in the single slit.
For the double slit mas k wit h t hin openin gs at -sf 2 and + s/ 2 t he grati ng profile, F (w), becomes: F (w) = 0 for w :;e ± s/ 2 F( w) = 1 for w = ±s/ 2.
(13)
Combining equations 12 an d 13 gives t he complex number double slit amplitude, A 2 (y) (t he subscript stands for 2 slits):
The amplit ude is given in terms of t he phase angle et> (in radians):
with m defined as in equation 9. Because equation 14 is iden tical to the result in equation 8 we see that the Fouri er app roach is the same as t he arr ow approach. By choosing t he slits to be cent ered at zero, t he amp litu de in equati on 14 is always a real numb er . If t he slits hadn 't been symmetrically placed aroun d t he origin t hen t he amplitude, A 2 (y), would ha ve been a comp lex number and t here would have bee n a questi on about how to define t he sign of A 2 (y) , t he magn itude of A 2 (y). One possibility would be to define A 2(y) as the absolute value of equation 14 so t hat it is alway s positive. T his defi nition runs into t he problem t hat t he absolut e value (the usual definitio n of ma gnitude ) produces cusps in the amplitude, which introdu ces spurious high spatial freq uencies. We believe t hat on e gains greater insight by following the approach of equa tion 14 and allowing A 2( y) to go negative (see Fig.  5A ).
5-Slit Interference
Arrow Method. The next step in complexity t hat we will cons ider is t he case of 5 equally spaced t hin slits. We are particularly interested in the 5-slit case because it will be compared to a 5-zon e dif frac tive bifocal lens. T he slit setup is sh own in Fig.  3B . Notic e that t he spacing of t he 5 slits is t aken to be t he sa me as t he 2-slit spacing shown in Fig.  3A . Fig. 4B shows t he arrow diagrams for a series of points, y, on t he screen. We choose t he angle of dist ance from t he sli ts to t he screen (D 2 ) as seen in Fig. 1 . T he sequence of arr ow diagrams correspond ing to differe nt values of y will be sh own in F ig. 4A. T he arr ows corr esponding to equ ations 5 to 7 com bine to give the following form ula for the amplitude of a doubl e slit image (see derivation in Appendix Afinar(m ) = 2 cosf-rm), (8) wher e from equ at ions 6 an d 7:
Alt ern atively, usin g t he lit t le t riangle in Fig. 1 wit h sides 0 and s, t he angular deviation in radians is:
a form ula memorized by many stude nts of optics. The intensity is given by the square of equ at~on 8:
based on the t rigono met ric iden t ity: 2 cos 2 (et» = 1 + cos(2et» . Equation 11 implies that t he interference maxima occur whe never m is an integer. As seen in equat ion 10, the m = 0 maximum is in the direction of t he incident beam a nd correspo nds to the undev iated ray, independent of wavelen gth. P lot s of t he ampli tudes and intensit ies for the double slit inter ference pattern will be shown in Fi gs. 5A an d 6A. In t hose figur es t he double slit in t erfe rence pattern s will be compared t o t he 5-slit in terference patte rn s and t he sing le slit diffract ion pat t erns.
Fourier Method. T he precedi ng sect ion derived the double slit ampli tude, usi ng t he met hod of adding arr ows. In App endix 2 the arrow met hod is con ver ted to a gene ral formalism often called Four ier Opt ics. H ere we will apply the method of Ap pend ix 2 to t he case of the double slit.
Eq uation A22 gives the following connection be t ween t he profile that specifies t he ~h ap e and/or phase shift of t he diffracti on grat ing, F(w ), and the pattern on the screen:
where y is a point on t he screen and w is a point on t he lens. T he integr at ion in equation A22 has been rep laced wit h a summat ion over all possible posi t ions, w, because oft en in this manuscr ipt t he po sition s on t he len s will be ch osen to be discr ete rat her than continuous for ease of computat ion .
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OPTOM ETRY & VISION SCIENCE Figure 3 . The setu ps for: A, 2-slit interference; B, 5-slit interference ; and C, 1-slit diffraction. The separation be tween the openings in the 2-slit and the 5-slit setups is s . This is the same size as the opening in the single slit.
For the double slit mask with t h in openings at -sf 2 and + s/ 2 th e grat ing profile, P (w), becomes: P (w) = 0 for w .::p ± s/2 P (w) = 1 for w = ± s/ 2.
Combining equat ions 12 and 13 gives t he complex number doubl e slit amp litude, A 2( y) (t he subscript st ands for 2 slits) :
The amplit ude is given in te rms of t he phase angle et> (in ra dians):
with m defined as in equation 9. Becau se equat ion 14 is identical to t he result in equat ion 8 we see that t he Fourier approach is the sa me as t he arrow approach. By choosing t he slit s to be centered at zero, t he amp litu de in equati on 14 is always a rea l numb er. If t he slits ha dn't been symmetrically plac ed around t he origin then t he amplitude, A 2( y), would have been a complex number and there would hav e been a question ab out how to define t he sign of A 2(y ), t he magnitude of A 2 (y). One pos sib ility would be to define A 2 (y) as t he absolute value of equati on 14 so that it is always po siti ve. T his defi niti on run s into t he problem t hat t he absolute value (the usual definition of mag nit ude ) produces cusps in the amplitude, wh ich introduces spurious high spatial freq uencies. We believe t hat one gains greater insight by following the app roach of equa tion 14 an d allowing A 2 (y) to go negative (see Fig.  5A ).
5-Slit Interference
Arrow Method. T he next step in complexity t hat we will cons ider is the case of 5 equally spaced t hin slits. We are particularly interested in t he 5-slit case because it will be compared t o a 5-zon e dif fractive bifocal lens. T he slit setup is shown in Fi g. 3B. Noti ce that t he spacin g of t he 5 slits is taken to be the sa me as t he 2-slit spacing shown in Fig.  3A . Fig. 4B shows t he arrow diagra ms for a series of points, y, on t he screen. We ch oose t he a ngle of th e ini t ial a rr ow in the 5-slit case to be 5 ti mes sta r is gene rated. T he ar row construction :;hr)ws greater than t he initial arrow of t he 2-slit case in th at between th e full maxima of t he 5-slit inv::rfer order to keep t he fin al (total) arrow on t h e horizon ence pattern there are 4 zeroes and 3 small mazima tal axis. The values of yare given by equat ion 9 near m = 0.3, 0.5, an d 0.7. with m incre menting in steps of 0.05 cycles (rem em Fourier Method. For 5 slits equatio n 12 becomes: ber t hat m is proport ional to y) for each of t he t hree pa nels in Fig. 4 . Aft er 20 ste ps in the 5-s lit case, a
full cycle is obtai ned and the patte rn repeats itself.
At integer values of m t he arrows are all lined up, pointing t o t he right, t hereb y producing const ruc
ti ve interference, so that t he final arrow is 5 times as long as t he individua l arrows. At values of m = + exp(i3¢) + exp(i4¢) ) 118) 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, a nd 0.8 the arrow s mak e a full loop so
t hat t he lengt h of t he t otal arrow is zero. T he value m = 0.2 mean s t ha t t he angle between successive (1 -exp(i¢))) arrows is one -fifth of a full circle so t he five indi vidual arrows gene ra te a closed pentagon. By ext racting a fact or of exp(i5t/>/2) from the nu merator of t he bracketed te rm in equat ion 19 and a facto r of exp(it/>/2) from t he denominator one finds t hat As becomes:
where we have used Euler's identity: sin(a) = (exp(ia) -exp (-ia»L2i. Because equat ion 21 is a real quant ity, As = As. In t erms of m = t/>/ (21l'),
As(m) = sin( 5~1l' )/ si n (mT). The same procedure can be used to show t hat, in general, for N slits t he amplitude is:
For N = 2 th e trigonometric ident ity sin(2mll') = 2 coslmwlsintma ) can be used t o give t he same result as equa ti on 14. When m is an integer equat ion 23 becomes AN(m) = (-1)(N+ lI m N . Thus t he ma gni tude is N and the sign is positive if m is even or N is odd. The sign is negative if m is odd and N is even. T his result is in agreement with Figs. 4 and 5, where for N = 5 it was foun d that t he amplitude was + 5 for all integer values cf m, whereas for N = 2, the amplitude alte rnat ed between + 2 and -2.
Single Slit Diffraction
Arrow Method. Let us now go to the case of a single slit with a finite width, s, as shown in Fig.  3C . One can think of a single slit as N closely spaced thin slits as N goes to in finity while the total width is held fixed. In order t o draw t he arrow . l diagram we limit the num ber of const it ue nt slits to N = 10 with t he separation bet ween slits equal to s/10, mak in g t he total slit widt h equal to s. At the point of t he image that is on t he optic axis (see Appen dix 2) a ll t he arr ows will have the same angle, as shown in Fig. 4C for m = O. When point I is moved down a little below t he optic axis, t hen the path length t hrough t he top of t he slit is slightly greater t ha n the length t hrough the bottom. When m = 0.5 the time difference for the rays from the top of t he slit relat ive to the ray s coming from t he bott om is exactly one-half of a cycle. On e can do a fairly accurate calculat ion of the lengt h of the final arrow by no ting that the individual arrows are wrapping around a semic ircle. The len gt h of the fina l arrow is given by the diameter of the semicir cle. T he circumfere nce of the semicircle is the length t hat corresponds to t he fully extended length correspondin g to m = 0, when all the arrows were lined up. The relative length of t he final arrow for m = 0.5 as compare d t o m = 0 is 2/71', which is the rat io of a dia meter to on e-half the circumference of a circle. T he intensity of t he light for m = 0.5 is (2/ 1r)2 = 0.4053 t imes the intensity of the straight ahead point (rn = 0). If t he nu mber of holes is incre ased fro m 10 to a ver y large num ber (as wou ld be the case for a single slit with a finite slit width), then t his ca lculation beco mes exact because in t hat case t he arr ows would form an exa ct semicircle.
The case m = 1 at t he bottom of t he second column in Fig. 4C is for a point on the scre en that is slightl y lower. Now t he ext ra time between the top and bot tom paths is a full cycle. It is seen that in t his case t he fina l arr ow has zero len gt h so that the probability of t he photon hitt ing this point on t he scree n is zero. T his zero corresponds to t he firs t intensity zer o of single slit diffraction.
Fourier Method. The preceding calculat ions for N = 2 an d N = 5 wer e do ne for slits that are so t hi n t ha t all photons going t hrough t ha t slit have t he same pat h len gt h. For t he single slit diffr act ion case there is a continuum of path lengths through t he ,.,ht , an d the final arrow can be written as an in te gration of all the individual arrows. Equation A23 is:
where m = sy/ D 2 A was defined in equation 9. For t he single slit case the len s function F (w) equals 1 in the range -s/2 < w < s/2. The limits of in t egra tion in equat ion A23 are as sh own because F (w) equals 0 out side that ran ge. Notice that we are choosing the slit widt h to be s, the same as t he t hin slit sep ara t ion used in our earlier examples for 2 an d 5-slit interfer ence. T his choice will turn out to be app ropriate for t he diffractive bifocal lens. After integration, equat ion A23 becomes:
AOiffr.c(m) = s sin (m1r)/ m1r.
This formula gives the am plit ude for a photon to go through a single slit of fin ite width. Relat ive to 
BLAZED DIFFRACTION GRATINGS
In order to underst an d t he diffract ive bifocal contact len s it is necessary to first understand a bla zed diffraction grating . A blazed diffraction gra t ing is a Fresnel pr ism (a sequen ce of abut ting t hin pri sms) with very accurate control of t he separa tion , s, and base, b, of t he individual prism s. The phase shi ft produced by a bla zed diffraction grating as a function of position, w, along t he grating can be written as:
where t he functio n INT(w/ s) means t he integer pa rt of wis. If, for exa mple, w = 14.13 s t he n IN T( w/ s) = INT(l4.13) = 14, and ¢ p = 0.131J. The subscript, p, indicates t hat <l>p is t he p hase shift at t he grating cau sed just by t he profile of t he grat in g as opposed to ¢ wit hout a sub script that was used earlier to represent the total phase shift at t he im age point. The bla ze step, IJ, is defin ed as the extra phase shift (in radians ) t hat occurs bet ween adja cent zones. Fig. 7 shows t hree exa mples of bla zed diffrac tion gra tings with 5 repeatin g zones. In Fig.   7 , A to C, t he blaze steps ar e 0, 1r/ 5, an d 1r. For IJ = o the 5-zone grati ng is ident ical to a single slit of width 5s. T he case IJ = 1r will be exa mined in greatest detail because it is t he case t hat cor re sponds closely to t he diffracti ve bifocal contact lens.
It is of interest to con nec t t he angle of deviat ion (the an gle, in radians, t hat light gets bent) du e to a thin prism wit h t he am ou nt of ben din g due t o in terfere nce an d diffraction. First we relate the blaze ste p , IJ, to t he ph ysical step , b, of t he diffra c tion grating profile by:
where n, and n2 are t he indices of refract ion of t he two med ia that produce the pro file. T he phase shift, ms, is t he number of ext ra cycles that a light wave travels near the base of the prism depe nd ing on whet her it is ins ide t he prism (index = n-) or out side (index = n .). The "textbook " angle of deviat ion of light due to a t hin pri sm is given by dev = (n, -n .)
A, where A is the apex an gle of the p rism given by Diffractive BifocalContact Lenses-Klein 
This is an unusua l way to specify the bending due to a prism, but its value can be appreciat ed by compar ing it to the more familiar equation 10 that specified t he devia t ion of the mth maximum of an int erference pattern:
T he interplay between the bending due to t he prism and t he bending due to interference will turn out to be responsible for pr oducing two focal points of the bifocal con tact lens . The rest of t his section will now use both the arr ow met hod and the Fourier met hod for shedding light on these blazed diffrac tio n grati ngs.
Arrow Method
The arrow diagrams for {3 = 1r15 are sh own in The only difference is t hat arrows 'within a given zone are not quite point ing in the same directi on . For m = 0.1 (corresponding to an image point 1/10 of the distance to t he first maximum) t he arrows are all aligned beca use the phase shifts due t o t he blaze (rnj, = 0.1) are canceled by the phase shi fts due to t he offset image point (m = 0.1). As m is increased above 0.1 t he curvature of each segment increases so that the chord length of each segment decrea ses, as can be seen in Fig. 4C . As t he segment chord lengths get shorter t he patterns are wrapped ti ghte r so that as m inc reases, the final arrow becomes quite sma ll. The arrow diagrams are not shown beyond m = 2.0 because t he patterns become too small to see clearly. As in Fig. 4B the length of the final arrow vanishes whenever m is a multiple of 0.2 except that m = 0, 1, an d 2 are maxi ma.
T he arrow diagrams for {3 = 0 are not shown because they correspond to a sin gle slit diffract ion 446 OPTOMETRY & VISION SCIENCE pattern, which has already been shown in Fig. 4C . T he only difference is that the single slit of [the ratio of diameter to ha lf-circu mference = 2rl (21rr/2) = 2/1r], the arrow diagr ams show that t he maximum amplitude has a final arrow length of 21 1r times t he peak amp litude that could be achieved if all t he arrows were in the same direction ({3 = 0). The relat ive intensity of these two pea ks is (2/1r)2 = 40.5%. It will turn out that this value of 0.405 is the factor by which the modu lation t ransfer func tion (MTF) of the bifocal contact lens is reduced at high spa tial frequencies.
As in Figs •
.,
.. 
Fourier Method: General Diffraction Grating
T his sect ion considers a one-dimensional diffrac ti on grating wit h a general profile wit hin each zone t hat repe ats from zone to zone. The diffraction grat ing profile can be characterized by t he complex funct ion F (w), where w is t he distance along the grating. As has been discussed, F(w) has t he follow ing meaning: The ma gnitu de of F (w), squared, spec ifies t he pe rcentage of photons transmitted at point w (it is unity for perfect t ransmission). T he phase angle of F (w) specifies the ext ra t ime delay t hat is added to t he photons that st rike t he grat ing at point w due to the t hickness of the grat ing at point w. A diffr act ion grating is repetit ive as specified by:
where s is t he repet it ion length an d w' is any locat ion from 0 t o s, and n is an integer. In t his sect ion the profile funct ion F(w ' ) will be kept gen eral. In t he next section, t he profile will be taken to a pri sm. For an N-zone grat ing t he integration in equat ion A23 can be rewritten as:
In going from equati on A23 to equatio n 30, t he locat ion of the slit has shifted. Inst ead of being centered at w = 0 t he slit starts at w = O. This shift will simplify the generalizat ion t o the case of the circular contact lens. T he integrat ion can be broken up into N parts and equat ion 29 can be used to rewrite equation 30 as a product of two separate factors: 
Equation 32 says t hat an N zone diffraction grating is t he product of the diffract ion pattern due to a single zone, D(m), ti mes t he interference patte rn of N thin slits, AN(m). Readers familiar wit h Fourier transforms should not .be surprised at t his result because a diffract ion grating can be t hought of as a single zone specified by F (w' ) convolved with N equally sp aced t hin slits. T herefore (based on how convolut ions work), t he Fourier transform of t he full grat ing is t he product of t he Fourier transforms of t he single zon e and t he mu ltiple slit ape rtures. T he product in equat ion 32 will turn out to be important for un derstandi ng how t he bifocal con tact lens wor ks.
Fourier Method: Linear Blaze Diffra ction Grating
An important class of diffraction grat ings do not absorb any photons so t hat F (w' ) is pu rely a phase shift. The simplest case has a phase delay t hat is linearly proportional to w' in the range 0 < w' < s (see equation 26):
where fJ is t he sa me blaze angle, specifying t he change of phase at each discont inuity, that was discussed in connection with equation 26 an d Fig.  7 . T he amplitudes and intensit ies produced by dif fraction gratings with N = 5, and wit h fJ = 0, 11"/5, an d 11" will be calculated in t his section.
. Wit h the simple form of F(w ' ) given by equation 35, the diffra ct ion pa ttern of equation 34 becomes:
The magnitude of t his diffractio n amplitude is:
where mi, is defin ed in equation 27. As might be expected from the action of a prism (see discu ssion following equat ion 27) the amplitude given by equa tion 39 is t he st andard diffract ion patt ern that is shifte d by a phase an gle fJ .
The length of t he fina l amplitude for t he blazed diffrac t ion grating is obtained by combining equ a tions 23 and 39:
So, A(m) .is the pro duct of a diffract ion term of diffraction through a single blazed segment (a prism) of width s, and an interfere nce te rm of N regularly spaced t hin slits. One special case is obtained when fJ = O. In this case t he terms , sin brm), in the numerato r and denominator of equation 34 cancel to give:
T his is exactly t he diffract ion pattern expected from a single slit whose width is Na It is inte rest ing how t he N thin-slit inte rference patte rn sharpens up the diffraction pattern of equation 39 for a slit of width s. Fig. 9 , B to D shows plots of equat ion 40 for N = 5. Fig. 9A is t he amplitude of t he inte rference pattern due to 5 thin slits with spacing of s as prev iously shown in Fig. 5B . Fig. 9 , B to D is for fJ = 0, 71"/5, and 71". The dotted line s are t he diffract ion pattern s due to a slit of widt h s as given by equation 39. It is seen that the blaze angle shifts the diffrac tion envelope relative to t he interference pattern.
When fJ = 0 the diffraction patte rn is lined up wit h one of the interference peaks. When fJ = 71" (m, = 0.5) t he diffraction pattern is sh ifted so that it lies halfway between t he interfere nce peaks. The solid line underneath each diffract ion pattern is t he product of the interference pattern , Fig. 9A , ti mes the diffraction pattern envelope. Fig. 10 is similar to Fig. 9 except inste ad of amplitudes, the int ensities are plotte d. Fig. l OA is the familiar intensity pattern for five t hin slits (also shown in Fig. 6B ), with t hree small bumps between every maximum. The thr ee pair s of curves in Fi g. 10, B t o D show t he resultant interfer ence p attern after being atte nu ated by the diffraction patt ern (dotted curves).
T he peak s and the zeroes of t he interfere nce patterns and t he diffract ion envelope sho wn in Fig.  9 , B to D and Fig. 10 , B to D exhibit interest ing alignments. For t he case fJ = 0 the diffract ion zeroes are aligned with t he dominant "interference peaks. T his alignment cancels all interferen ce peaks ex cept t he cent ral one. T his cancellation allows the resultant interference pattern to be identical to a diffraction pattern for a single slit of width 5s as was discussed in connection with equation 40.
T he case 13 = 11" result s in a pair of maxima because th e diffract ion maxi mum is situate d half way between two interference peaks (we will meet two similar maxima later in connect ion wit h t he two focal points of a diffract ive bifocal lens) . The ot her peaks are attenuated by t he fall -off of t he diffraction curve. For this case t he diffract ion zer oes are aligned wit h the smaller interference peaks, causing the canc ellation of t he interfere nce peak at m = 1.5 and m = 2.5 that was discussed in connec tion with Fig. 8B . In addition, t he diffraction max ima (other than t he cent ral maximum) are aligned wit h the interference maxima so t hat subsidiary peaks are visible at m = -1 and m = 2. The reason behind t he alignme nt of t he interference and dif fraction patterns is t hat the width, s, of each seg ment of t he diffraction grat ing pro file is equal to the spacing between segments. Cohen" points out that by making the widt h of each segment slightl y smaller t han t he slit separation t he alignment of peaks is disrupted and a relatively smaller percent age of light goes into the higher order peaks. By t his device Cohen notes t hat 46.1% of t he image light can be placed in each of t he primary peaks compared to 40.5% for the sawtoot h design consid ered in the pre sent paper. Note t hat by decreasing t he width of t he segment opening some light is being absorbed, whereas when the segment widt h equals t he segment separation all t he light gets th rough.
DIFFRAC TIVE BIFOCAL CONTACT LENS

Axial Intensity Plot. Relating Linear and Spherical Systems
All the pre vious examples and discussion used a linear diffract ion grat ing specified by F (w). A cylin drical lens (see Appendix 2) was used to focus the light fro m an object a distance D 1 in front of the lens to an image D 2 behind t he lens. The linear pattern on t he screen had an amplitude given by A(y) whe re y is t he posit ion on t he image screen. We would now like t o consider t he case of a circu larly symmetric system in which t he diffract ion grat ing is made of circular grooves cut on a lens . The grating profile, F(r), is now a function of t he radius, r, the distance from a point on the lens to the opt ic axis of t he lens. In t his section we will be interested in the amplitude and intensity functions along the optic axis. T hese functions will be called the axial amplitude and axial intens ity plots. T hus we are interested in t he intensity at a point z along the opt ic axis rat her t han at a point y in t he image plane. T he final sect ion will go back t o consider t he intensity pattern in the image plane, the point spread function.
We have now reached a major transit ion point of this paper. All the previous sect ions were concerned wit h the image plane intensity produced by light passing through multiple slits. T his is standard material treated by most int roductory physics and optics texts. We are now maki ng t he transit ion to circular lenses. It will turn out t hat there is a one to-one correspondence between the image plane intensity of linear slits and t he axial intensity (the light intensity along t he optic axis) of circular rings. All t he intuitions t hat we have built up for t he one dimensional case can now be appl ied to t he less intuit ive circular slit, axial intensity case.
T he formula for the amplitude at an arbitrary point on the opt ic axis is' obtained by ret racing t he steps of Appendix 2 for a circular lens inste ad of the one-dimensional case where we were interested in t he image plane intensity. As is illust rated in Fig. 11 , th e pat h length t o go from object point 0 , a distance D 1 in front of the lens to the point r on the lens and then tothe point I, a distance z behind length due to the lens . The points 0 an d I are on the opt ic axis. T he difference in path length, 5(r ), to go from 0 to I t hrough point r on t he lens minus the pat h length through the center of the lens is:
: a basic form ula from geometric optics. This deri vat ion shows t hat a simple lens of power, P , is associated with a ph ase shift equal to -vP, where v = r/2.
• As was done in Appen dix 2 we would like to extend equation 46 to more general lens profiles, so in general, t he extra path length becomes: 
Note t hat 6. is positive when z is less t han D2• T hus a positive value of 6. correspo nds to an increa se in t he diopters of defocus. T he amp litude for an individual pat h is (see equat ions A18 and 49) :
whe re F( r) = exp(211"i Qr(r)/X).
When moving alo ng t he optic axis (i.e., varying z) one mi ght worry t hat the "length ru le" of equation 3 may become imp ortant enough to affect t he re sults. How ever, as lon g as t he focal length is more t ha n 4 ti me s t he lens diamete r (an "f-stop" > 4) all pat h lengths will differ by less t han 1%, which is negligible. T hus t he length rule can be ignored, as in t he linear cas e discussed in previous sections.
The total amplitu de is obtained by adding all the individual amplitudes for each point on t he lens . Because we are now dealing with a sp herical rat her than a cylindrical lens t he element of integration is a thin ring whose area is 211"r dr. Thus t he t otal amplitude is given by: A(6.) = 211" lR Aindiv(r)r dr. (54) The connection between t he diopters of defocus, 6., and t he lens position r, can be simp lified by using the new variable v = 0.5 r 2 • The vari able v is proportional to' t he area up to radius r. T he area of a t hin ring is given by 211" r dr = 211" dv so equation 54 becomes : (56) where Vo is 1/2 11" times the area of each zone of the diffract ive lens and m = VOM A.
(57)
T he upp er limit of integrat ion in equation 55 has been extended to infinity because t he limits are appropriately enforced by having t he function F (v) vanish outside v = 0.5R 2 • The lower limit could likewise have been placed at minus infinity. We chose t o keep it at zero as a reminder that v cannot be negat ive. E quations 55 and 56 are amazingly simil ar to equations A22 and A26 of Appendix 2. Equat ion 55 says t hat t he amplitude on t he optic axis at a point t hat is displaced by A diopte rs is the Fourier T ransform of the radial phase pattern , F (v), on t he lens. T he connectio n just derived between the circular lens and the cylindrical lens means the axial amplitude an d intensity plots for a diffract ive circular lens (as a funct ion of distance along the optic axis in diopte rs, D.) are the same as t he am plitude and inte nsity plots for the linear case (as a function of y, t he distance perpendicular to the optic axis) th at were show n in Figs. 5, 6, 9, an d 10. This simpl e con nection is surprising, given the very different geometry, given t hat the units of 6. (diop ters) are th e reciprocal of t he un its of y (mete rs), and given that t he posit ion on the cylin der lens (w) has units of meters, whereas the pos ition on the spherical lens (v) has un it s of meters",
Thin Ring Interference with Five Rings
Several concrete examples will now be discussed. First consider t he case corresponding to five thin "rings" at v = qvo where q = 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4 and ve is, as in equation 56, 1/211" t imes the area of a zone. Between th ese t ransparen t rings t he lens is opa que.
In terms of the radius, r, t he thin ri ngs are at r = qO .s ro, where ro = (2vo)o.s is t he radius of the first Diffractive Bifocal Contact Lenses-Klein ring (q = 1). T he q = 0 ring is actually a small dot cente red at t he origin. In order to have equal arrow lengths for each ring t he width of each successive ring must decrease inversely proportional to the radius (width = area of cent ral dot / 211"r ). T he am plitude of t he image along t he optic axis will look exactly like t he 5-slit interference pattern shown in Fig. 5B . The amplitude along the optic axis is given by equation 22:
where m is proportional to t he diopte rs, .1., away from the focal plane as given by equation 57, an d t he subscript 5 stands for five rings: T his function is plotted in Fig. 5B . The arrow diagrams of Equation 57 can be inverted to give the value of Vo that is needed to produce a first -order (m = 1) peak at .1. diopters away from t he focal plane: T hus thin rings at radii of 0, 1, ../2, ../3, and ../4 mm will produce peaks at ±k diopte rs along t he optic axis, where k is an integer (see Fig. 6B ). If the radii are halved t hen t he peaks would be at ± 4k diopters. Equation 61 may be surprising to people who as sociate the diffrac tion pattern from a circular ap erture wit h Bessel functions and with the Airy factor 1.22 (t he location of the first zero of t he Bessel function ). E quation 61, on t he ot her hand, t he sine function t hat lacks any hint of a 1.22 factor. The reason for t his difference is t hat equat ion 61 gives t he diffraction amplit ude along t he optic axis rather t ha n in t he image plane. If one wanted the amp lit ude as a functio n of y, in t he plane normal to the optic axis at D 2 t hen equation 61 would indeed be Jo(y), a Bessel function with its associated 1.22 factor . This is the topic of the [mal section. It is not commonly realized that the axial amplitude plot is much simpler t han the amplitude plot in the image plane because it is the same as t he amplitude pattern of a one-dimensional syste m (given t he sta ndard approximations). The arrow diagrams shown in Fig. 4C as well as the amplitude and intensity plots in Figs. 5C and 6C are directly relevant to t he case of diffraction from a t hin lens as long as we are inte rested in t he amplitude and intensity alon g t he optic axis.
T his section has so far examined t he phase facto r F(v) = 1. The next simplest case has a phase factor that is a linearly increasing function of v (see equa tion 49):
Equations 48 and 53 imply that this is t he factor produced by adding a lens of power P' to the circular aperture t hat previously had a power P. The Fourier Tran sform formula for t he amplitude corresponding to this syste m wit h t he extra power P' is given by Equation 55:
where ADiffrac is t he standard diffraction amplitude for P ' = 0 given by Equation 61. T he steps culmi nating in Equation 65 provide a derivation of the simple result that when t he power of t he lens is increased by P' diopters, one must move along t he optic axis by .1. = P' diopters to come back to the zero point of the amplitude distributi on.
Bifocal Lens Profile with Zero Refractive Power
Now we come to the lens profile t hat originally inspired this paper: the diffractive bifocal lens. Fig.  12 shows how t he linear profile of t he one-dime n sional diffraction grati ng is related to the circular profiles of th e two-dimensional lenses. Fig. 12A is a plot of t he phase function which shows t he amount of retardation of t he wave (in cycles) at different points on the lens due to the lens profile: r is the distance from a point on the lens to t he optic axis . T he fact or of m, in equations 66a and ' 66b corresponds t o t he phase jump (in cycles) be tween zones. In t his sect ion we show how t he zone spacing is related to t he dioptric distance between the two dominan t focal points . The ordinate of Fig.  12A is mp, t he phase shift (in cycles) of the ray t hat hits t he lens at point v. Equat ion 66 is t he same as t he func t ion that defined t he one-dimensional blazed diffracti on grat in g shown in equati on 26 and plotte d in Fig. 7C . The only difference is 't hat v corresponds to the posit ion on t he circular lens, whereas in equation 26, w was t he posit ion on t he diffraction grating (plus t he cylindrical lens used for focusing). T he function given by equation 66 with m, = 0.5 means the phase jumps by 1/ 2 (7r radians) whenever v is an integral multi ple of vo. Fig. 12A t he first zone has a radius of r = 1 mm (vo = 0.5 mm") and t he second zone extends from r = 1 to r = 1.414 mm (from vo = 0.5 to 1.0 mm"). It is seen that t he slope of successive zones becomes steepe r. If t he steps were removed, t he curve shown in Fig. 12B would be a parabola.
In order to give t he pictu re a feeling of reality, cross-hatc hin g has been added to the region above t he profile t o indicate an incre ased index of refrac tion. T he cross-hatching is un iformly spaced in v. T here are 10 cross-hatching lines per zone (with a total of 50) just as there were 10 little arrows per zone (wit h a total of 50) in Fig. 8 . The pr ofile can be interpreted to indicate threeItems: the phase shift, mp(r) (corresponding to the ordinate scale), the position of t he wavefront, and also the shape of the lens surface. The position of t he wavefront is:
This latter interpre tation will be convenient later when we express the wavefront in terms of t he lens power. Fig. 12 can also be interpreted as the lens thickness, t(r), according to equatio n 27:
where n2-n, is the difference of index of refraction on the two sides of t he surface. In order to make t he connection between the lens profile and the phase shift one must imagine that t he light is incident on the lens from below. Wh en t he light enters th e lower surface of the lens the phase shift is as indicated on t he ordinate. The blazed profile shown in Fig. 12A will produce t he interference-diffraction patterns shown in Figs. 9D and 10D (see earlier te xt ). T he only difference is t hat inste ad of the abscissa being t he screen position, y, it is the diopters of defocus, ~, along t he optic axis. Equation 40 gives t he ampl itude due to the blazed profile of t he form given in equat ion 66:
where by equation 57, m = vo!:./ A. As was shown in Fig. 9D t his amplitude has major peaks at integer values of m, corresponding to the peaks of t he 5 slit interference pattern given by the terms in the right -hand bracket of equa t ion 69. T he diffraction envelope has a peak at m = m; corresponding to t he peak of t he te rms in the left-hand bracket . For mb = 0.5 the diffra ction peak selects t he m = 0 and m = 1 int erferen ce maxima and suppresses all others, t hereby producing a lens with t wo dioptric powers.
We would now like t o characterize t he phase shift in terms of the lens power. From equation 57, t he diopt ric power of t he mt h major peak can be written as:
• !:. = mA/vo mPA (70) where PAas defined by:
will be called t he power of t he bifocal "add." If t he ra dius of t he innermost zone is taken to be 1 mm, as in Fig. 12B , t hen from equation 71, PA = 1 D, for A= 0.5 urn. In terms of P A, equations 66 an d 67 become:
The m = 0 peak, corresponding t o t he zeroth order diffraction, is special because as seen in equa tion 70 (!:. = 0) it is t he only peak whose power is independen t of wavelength. For this reason we will call the m = 0 focus the refractive focus . For t he profile of Fi g. 12, A and B, t he refract ive power is zero (hence the title of this subsection). As will be seen next, t he base power can be alte red so that t he refractive power can have any value.
Bifocal Lens Profile with Arbitrary Base Powe r
In order to gain greater insight int o t he operat ion of t he bifocal lens it is useful to generalize equat ion 66 by adding a base power to t he diffrac tion grat ing. A single surface refract ing int erface produces a wavefront shift given by the "sag" formula (see equation A13):
where R is the radiu s of curvature of the wavefront. For an incoming pl ane wave, the radius of curvature of the outgo ing wave is t he reciprocal of t he power of the surface. In that case equat ion 73 can be written as :
where v = 0.5r 2 as before, an d P l/R is the diopt ric power of t he singl e surface refracting in terface. It is the pow er that takes incoming plane waves and produces an outgoing circular wave whose ra dius of curvature is R. Upon adding a set of steps to t his refracting base we obtain a wave front shift of:
where ,P would be the power of the lens if there were no step s (i.e., if m, = 0). We will call P the base power and, as in the preceding section, ms is the num ber of wavelengths that the wavefront jumps at each zone boundary. When Il1b = 0.5, t he jump at each ste p is one-half a wavelength corre spondin g to Figs. 8B, 9B, l OB , an d 12. The general form in equation 75 can be rewritten by adding and subtracting vm.PA from both terms on the right side where the add power is P A= AjV0, as before:
T he first term in equ atio n 76 is the purely refract ive part because t he wavefront , z, is a smoothly increas ing funct ion of v with no steps. T he second term, identical to equat ion 72, is the purely diffract ive part because its refractive power is zero as was discussed in the preceding section. The refractive power of a diffractive bifoc al lens as given by the first term of equation 76 is obtained by adding the base power to t he average power generated by the steps. T his latter power is deter mined by smoothing over t he steps (replacing INT (v/vo) with vivo). From equation 76 it is seen t hat t he refract ive power Po is:
We use the subscript zero because, as will be dis cussed next , the refract ive power is the same as the power for the m = 0 interference peak. The profile discussed in the precedin g sect ion had a base power of P = m, PASO according to equation 77, the refract ive power was Po = 0, as stated earlier. Fig. 13 , A and B shows pro files where a positive base power has been added T he wavefront phase jumps by -1r at each step sim ilar to Fig. 12, A and B. The dotted line represents t he refract ive power of t he lens. Notice that at v = 1, t he refractive phase shift is 1 cycle correspondi ng to a displace ment of 0.5 ~m (one wavelength). From equation 76 we conclude that the refractive power, P -m, PA, must equal 0.5 D. T he solid line is twice as ste ep as the dotted line so the base power, P , equals 1.0 D, which is coincidentally equal to PA.
As was discussed in connection with Fi gs. 4B and 5B, the second term of equation 72 produc es equally spaced interference maxima along the opti c axis spaced by PA diopte rs. By combining t he powers from refract ion and from interference one get s t he power at the mt h order maximum to be: 
Sign of theOhromatlc Aberration
We now exami ne how t he power depends on the wavelength of the light. Sp ecial care must be taken to make sure we get the signs right. We have defined PA to be a positive quan t ity so t he sign of the add is controlled by the sign of m, or b. Equations 27 an d 71 can be used to rewrite equation 78 in a ma nner that makes t he Adependence explicit:
The first te rm is the refract ive power and is in de pendent of A and the second term is proportional to mx. T hus for posit ive values of m t he power is proportional to wavelength so the system ha s greate r power wit h red light than with blue light. T his is in the opposite direct ion of normal chro matic aberration because the index of refraction (and thus t he power) of t ransparent materials is larger for blue than for red light. For ne gative values of m the.diffractive chromatic aberration is in the same direct ion as t he normal eye's chromat ic ab errat ion. Thus, in order to decrease t he amount of chromatic aberration commercial diffract ive bifocal contact lenses are designed to produce images at m = 0 and 1 as shown in Fig. 13 , rat her than m = 0 and -1, which is discussed next.
It is useful to illustrate a lens in which t he chromatic aberrati on is in the "wrong" direct ion. (a full cycle phase shift at r = L mm), so P = 1 D. Because m, is negative, t he ste ps of the profile produce an increase in power, so the refractive power of this lens is given by equation 77 to be Po = P -m, P A = 1.5 D. In Fig. 14B the dotted line shows th e lens curvatu re correspondin g to t he re fractive power of 1.5 D. It is seen t hat t he diffractive addition to the lens serves to flatten the lens to produce a power of P-1 = 0.5 D for m = -1. For t he lens shown in Fig. 14, the more posit ive power, corresponding to a correct ion lens for view ing near images, is the refractive power (m = 0). The more negative power corresponding to a lens for viewing distant images has m = -1. Equation 79 shows th at for m = -1, t he power for red light is less than t he power for blue light . This chromatic aberrat ion is in the same direction as the normal chromatic aberr atio n of the eye, so the lens shown in Fig. 14 would possibly cause problems.
Note that in Figs. 12 t o 14 t he steps have been put on the front surface of the lens . This is contrary to the case of a real bifocal contact lens where the back surface is blazed. We have chosen to blaze t he front surface, similar to Klein an d Ho," for didactic reasons. By this choice t he phase shift (t he shape of the wavefront after hitti ng the surface) has t he same shape as the surface profi le. T hat is, by put ting t he steps on the front surface Figs. 12 to 14 simultaneously portray the shape of the lens and t he shape of t he wavefront.
T he same pri nciples hold for ste ps placed on a T his is t he st raight line going t hrough the beginn ing of each zone. T he sign of t he bifocal add depends on whet her the addit ion of t he steps increases or decreases t he power. In Fig. 13 the steps incre ase the slope or curvature. Because the init ial refract ive curvature in Fig. 13 (t he dashed line) is positive (a convex surface in B), increasing the curv ature cor responds to a positive increment of power associ ated wit h a posit ive valu e of m. If the in it ial refrac tive surface had been concave (negat ive power) t hen increasin g its curvature would have made t he add power more negative, corresponding to a negat ive value of m. A negat ive valu e of m is also associate d wit h a ste p that decreases t he curv ature of an init ially convex sur face as in Fig. 14A . In general steps t hat increase t he power will produce a bifocal wit h m = 1 and steps that decrease the power will produce a bifocal wit h m = -1. As was discussed this latter case should be avoided because t he chro matic aberration of t he m = -1 focus will be in t he same direct ion as t he refract ive chromatic aberra ti on due to the higher ind ex with blue light .
POINT SPREAD FUNCTION AND MTF
So far we have only discussed the ampl itude and intensity along the opt ic axis. T he analysis was limite d to the optic axis because .in t hat case t here is a simple connection to t he interference and dif fraction patterns produced by one-dim ensional pro files. If one is interested in the image quality of an opt ical system t hen a different set of patterns must be examined. We must calculate t he amplitudes and intensities for different points in the image plane. Th ere are no simplifications to the mat he matics that allow a simple analytic expression such as t he axial amplitu de of 69. Instead one must do a brute force integration over all possible paths that the photon could take t o go from t he source point to t he image point on t he focal plane. These cal culat ions were done by Klein and Ho . 5 We calcu I lated the point spread functions of a variety of lenses: one-zone, two-zone, eight-zone with random I jumps (to simulate a Fresnel lens), eight -zone wit h j I different slopes in the even and odd zones, and ~ finally eight-zone "sawtooth" profile lenses simila r to t he five-zone lenses considered in this paper. We also calculated the effect of spherical aberration and the effect of using mult ifrequency light instead of monochromatic light.
T his section shows the Klein and H0 5 results for the case of a lens most similar to the five-zone lens th at has been the topic of this paper. Fig. 15 shows the point spread function for an eight-zone lens . T he radius of the central zone was taken to be ro = 0.6 mm and t he design wavelength (t he wavelength for which the phase jump is one-half a cycle) was ta ken to be 0.55 11m . From equat ion 71, the power ofthe bifocal add is X/vo ::::: 3 D. T he lens is designed to produce a good focus for objects t hat are at infinity and also objects 33 cm in front of t he lens with an incoming vergen ce of -3 D.
The curves shown in Fig. 15 were calculated by t he identi cal rules that were used to calculate all the axial intensity plots shown earlier. T he lack of axial symmetry means t here is no simple way to add all the indivi dual "arrows.:" Each point shown in Fig. 15 was calculated by using a compute r t o sum more t han 100,000 arrows, a slow process.
T he abscissa of Fig. 15 is the retinal eccentricity, e, in min utes of arc away from t he optic axis. The ordinate is t he intensity of light at a given ret inal posi t ion t imes the ret inal eccentricity , e. This prod uct of inte nsity times eccentricity is proportional to the total intensity of light falling in a t hin rin g. We plot t his product rat her t han t he pure intensity for two rea sons: first, t he tota l amount of light is important for image qual ity so weighti ng t he inten sity by t he area of the ring is appropriate. Second, t he weighting is needed t o suppress the intensit ies near t he optic axis. By this device t he very high intensity at the optic axis for an in-focus image can be seen on t he same plot as th e low intensity of an out -of-focus image away from th e opt ic axis. The light intensity that goes out t o 11 min arc would not ot herwise have been visible.
The out-of-focus image should have an outside radius given by The upper five curves of Fig. 15 show the point spread functions for t he cases with incoming light of 0, ± 0.2, and ±OA D corresponding to object distances at infinity, ± 5 m, and ± 2.5 m as indicated on the figure. T he ideal focus shou ld be at 0 D, and the ot her four cases are plotted to show how the image quality is degraded for defocused images. The lower five curves are similar point spread functions for t he case of a near object, where an incoming vergence of -3.0 D will produce a focused image. T his vergence corresponds to an optimal object locat ion of 0.33 m in front of the lens. T he defo cused near objects shown in the figure have incom ing vergences of -2.6, -2.S, -3.2, and -304 D cor responding to objects that are 0040, 0.37, 0.30, and 0.27 m in front of the lens.
As can be seen from Fig. 15 , the image quality of a lens is difficult to evaluate from the point spread funct ion. Th e in-focus case where the incoming light has either 0 D or -3.0 D does have a more compact point spread funct ion. H owever, t here are far t oo many oscillations for a simple analysis. It is not clear which of these oscillations are visible. Of greater use is t he modulation t ransfer function which is t he Fourier T ransform of the point spread function. This is sh own in Fig. 16 . The figure legend clarifies the axes and curves.
The MTF for t he object at infin ity and t he object at 33 em in front of t he lens is nearly identical. T he MTF consists of two bra nches. For spat ial frequ en cies above 10 cpd the MTF is, except for one ite m, just what one would expect from a diffraction limited optical system wit h an ape rture of radius .../8 x 0.6 = 1.697 mm. T he only difference is t hat the MTF is reduced by a factor of 0.405. T his reductio n, not su rp risin gly, is by t he same factor of (2/ rr)2 t hat is the maximum value of the axial intensity plot for t he case where t he phase jump is m, = 0.5 cycle. The 40.5% reduct ion in t he axial int ensity cor responds to t he sam e reduct ion of t he MTF at high spatial frequencies. For spatial fre quencies below 5 cpd, t he MT F is strongly influ enced by t he out-of-focus image. The dip seen in the MTF at about 2 cpd is ass ociated wit h spurious It is seen in Fig. 16 that t he MTF degrades very rapidly as the image is defocused away from 0 D and 3.0 D for our model eye whose pupil diamete r is 3.4 mm. T he sharp loss of image quality is partly because Klein and H0 5 used a schematic eye with no spherical aberrat ion. The presenc e of spherical aberration degrades the MTF's for object s at in fin -. ity and -0.33 m, but imp roves the other MTF'S. 5 It is gratifying t hat when the in -focus MTF of diffractive bifocals was actually measured by Simpson" the results were found to be in excellent agreement with t he predict ion shown in Fig. 16 . Simpson has an excellent discussion of the caution that is needed in carrying out t he measurements.
T he diffractive bifocal MTF curves are simple and easy to interpret. T o a good approximation they are the diffract ion -limited MTF multipli ed by a fact or of 0.405. Acuity will be pretty good because t he MTF goes out to high spatial frequenc ies. Acu ity is based on high spatial frequencies and is not highly sensitive t o cont rast. On t he other hand, low contrast tas ks, such as driving in ·fog or skiin g at 5 The abscissa is the spatial frequency in object space. In orde r to get the object space spatial frequency the retinal position in Fig. 15 was multiplied by 1.5. the index of refraction chosen for the model eye. The ordinate is the MTF that goes from a value of 1 at very low spatial frequencies to a value of 0 at very high spatial frequencies. The top group of five curves has been displaced upward by one unit. This top group of curves corresponds to the top five point spread functions of Fig. 15 . These are the curves for the distant objects as indicated by the labels on the curves. The bottom group of curves corresponds to the five near objects that are positioned from 0.27 to 0.40 m in front of the lens. dusk, will be difficult for wearers of a diffractive bifocal.
. This article showed how subtle effects can be created by t he interplay of diffraction, interference, and refraction. We examined a very limited class of diffractive bifocal designs: only the repetitive sawtooth design sh own in Fig. 7 was considered. In another article in this issue, Cohen 7 explores several improvements on t his basic design. It will be inter esti ng to see whether any of t hese t heoretical im provements result in substantial improvement in subjective image quality.
APPENDIX 1 Math ematics of Summing Arrows-Complex Numbers
Because it is embarrassing to tell t he world that t he fundamental laws of natu re involve drawing pictures of ar rows and connecting them in a chain, th e mathematicians have come up with a formalism that looks more sophist icated. Actually, t he for malism makes it much easier and faster to get quantitative answers. T he key to the mathematics is t he realization t hat a complex number is not hing other t han an arrow. T here are two ways to specify a complex number. In polar coordinates one can give its length, A, an d its angle, ¢: A = A exp (i¢) (AI) or in Cartesian coordinates one can give its hori zontal, x, and vertical, y, components :
where t he notat ion exp (ie) corresponds to an arrow of unit length oriented at phase angle ¢ and where i stands for t he square root of -1. T he real and imaginary parts of t he complex number give t he horizontal and verti cal components of t he arrow. Feynma n's Lectures on Physics 8 gives an utterly delightful derivati on of t he connection between equati ons Al an d A2, known as the Euler identity: exp(i¢) = cos(¢) + i sinte).
(A3)
Anyone not familiar wit h how to work with complex numbers should read chapter 22 of Feynman 's Lee tures." In t hat chapter he derives algebra and real numbers as well as comp lex numbers.
We can now apply this mathematical formalism to t he double slit case. If t he angles of t he two arrows are ¢I and ¢2then t he final ar row is: A = exp(i¢ l) + exp (i¢2) (A 4) = exp(i¢+)(exp(i¢-/2) + exp(-i¢-/ 2)) (A5) where (A6) and the phase difference between t he t wo pat hs is:
Because coste) = (exp(i¢) + exp(-i¢))/2, equation A5 can be rewritten as: = 2 exp(i¢+)cos(¢ _/ 2).
(A8)
The final arr ow is seen to have a phase of ¢+ and a length of A = 2 cos(¢_/2) (A9)
in agreement with equation 5. When the phase difference is zero (¢_ = 0) the amplitu de is twice t hat of a single source and when the phase differ ence is 180· (¢_ = 1r) the total amplitude vanishes.
APPENDIX 2 General Interference and Diffraction: Fourier Optics
T his section provides a derivation of the connec tion between t he image on t he screen (or retina) and t he phase shifts produced by a lens. Fig. 1 shows the setup. The object, 0 , is a point on the axis a distance D I in front ofthe lens . For simplicity only one-dimensional setups will be considered here, so tha t the object is really a line going into the page and t he lens is a cylindrical lens, also going into t he page. However, to minimize confusion the object will be called a point , because t hat is how it appears in diagrams. T he imaging screen is a dis ta nce D 2 behind t he lens. We want to calculate t he light intensity at the image point, I, that is located a distance y from t he optic axis. Ea ch possible path t hat t he light can travel is associated with a Feyn man arrow (a complex number ) whose direction (phase) depends on t he optical path length from 0 to I. We will consider paths t hat consist of two st raight lines, from 0 to point Wand from W to I, where W is a point on t he lens a distance, w, from the optic axis. The optical path length is given by: where Q(w) is the cont ribution t o t he optical pat h length due to the lens. Alt hough it is not relevant for our present purpos e, it may be helpful to point out t hat Q(w) is related to th e thickness of t he lens, t tw), by: Q(w) = (n -l)t(w) (All) where n is the index of refraction of the lens. In this derivation we take t he lens to be infinitely t hin, but still able to produce a phase shift Q(w).
As discussed in t he te xt only differences in path length for different pat hs are relevant for the total amplitude. T he difference in path length, o(w), to go from 0 to I through point W on the lens minus t he path length to go through t he center of t he lens is given by: 
The findin g t hat t he ext ra path length is wy/ D2 is in agreement wit h the similar -t riangle const ruction t hat is commonly used when discussing double slit interferen ce or single slit diffraction. If y = 0 and Qr(w) = 0 (as would be t he case for a spherical lens to order w 2 ) t hen 0 vanishes and all pa ths have the same length so t hat all rays from t he object 0 will add coherently at t he image I. This result should not surprise students of optics because equation A16 is exactly t he power needed to focus a point located a distance D1 in front of the lens onto an image located a distance D2 behind t he lens . T he reason t hat we have provided this detailed deriva t ion of the standard lens equation is that equation A17 allows us to calculate t he image intensity at points , y, that differ from t he locati on of t he clas sical image at y = O.
The complex number (Feynman's arrow) th at corresponds to t he individual pat h t hrough t he point w is: Aindiv(W) =: exp(i21l"o/A) (A18) where A is th e wavelength of t he light. T his is the amplitu de relat ive to t he amplitude for the path along t he optic axis. Combining equati ons A17 and A18 ' gives:
Aindiv(W) = exp(-i21l"wy/D2A)F( w) (A19) wit h F(w ) = exp(21l"iQr(w)/ A).
The function F(w ) is t he extra phase factor con t ributed by t he lens surface other than what is needed to focus t he image. T he final amplitude, A(y), on t he screen is obtained by adding up all t he individual amplitudes for each path: where the limits of integrat ion, ±s/2, extend from.' the bottom to t he top of t he lens opening. It is often ..., where w/ s is t he fractional portion of t he slit and has been defined earlier:
It is useful to point out that t he screen posit ion, y is directly related to t he phase, m, to the "f-number" D 2/ s, and to th e wavelength :
T he quanti ty (D 2 /s) would have been the lens f number if t he object had been at infinity, because in t hat case D 2 would have been t he focal length. As given by Equation A20, F (w) is purely a ph ase factor inasmuch as it has unity magnitude. It is useful to extend t he definition of F (w) to include a magnitude factor that corresponds to absorpt ion of photons. We could, for example, define F(w) to be zero for w < -s/2 and w > s/ 2. In that case t he limits of integration could be extended to go from -infinity to + infinity and Equati on A22 becomes:
A(y) = 1:exp(-i21l"yw/ D 2 A)F\ w) dw (A26) which is t he result we want. It says t hat A(y), the amplitude on the screen, is the Fourier T ransform of F(w), the pattern on the lens.
